OFFICE OF THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY
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-----------------------------------D- 1-STRICTATTORNEY

Law Enforcement Involved Fatal Incident

Date:

April11, 2019

Location:

, Richmond

Suspect(s):

Ciel, Luc

Involved Agency(s):

RPD

D.A. Personnel:

Senior Inspector Solzman (Primary)
Senior Inspector Mclaughlin
Senior Inspector Garcia
Senior Inspector Conaty
Senior Inspector Ross
Senior Inspector Eriksen

Initial Incident Summary:
Ciel is physically assaulting family members with
knives when police are summoned. Officers confront Ciel as he is in the process of
continuing assault. Ciel refuses commands to stop and aggressively confronts officers
who discharge their duty weapons, fatally injuring Ciel.
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INVESTIGATIVE REPORT

Type of Investigation:

Docket I File I Police Report No.

LEIFI protocol

Richmond PD Case # 19-00004400

Defendant:
~ Luc Toan Chanh Ciel
Inspector Assigned:

Aaron Ross #76866

I 4/11/19

I

Investigative Team:
Miguel Castillo #1415
Detective
Richmond Police Department

Suspect(s):
Ciel, Luc Toan Chanh
DOB: 2/21/1964
, Richmond, CXA 94805
CDL#:
AMA, 6'00", 165 lbs, Blk, Brn

Witnesses/Next of Kin:

DOB:

Written By:
Ins ector A. Ross #76866

~

Date: 4/15/2019

Contra Costa County District Attorney's Office
Continuation/Supplemental Report

Docket I Report No.

Subject I Defendant:

· hmond PD Case#: 19-00004400

Luc Toan Chanh Ciel
NARRATIVE:

On 4/11119 at about 0340 hours, I was notified by Chief of Inspectors Paul Mulligan that the
Richmond Police Department had invoked the Contra Costa County Law Enforcement Involved
Fatal Incident Protocol following a domestic violence call that resulted in an officer involved
shooting. Chief Mulligan asked me to respond to the scene of the shooting on the
in Richmond. Chief Mulligan advised that Deputy District Attorney Barry Grove
would be my point of contact throughout the investigation.
I arrived on the
at about 0430 hours. I observed the scene and later
went to the Richmond Police Department for the incident briefing. I attended the incident
briefing and was teamed with Richmond Detective Miguel Castillo to interview and notify the
next of kin. We determined the suspect's mother had passed away over twenty years ago and he
has been staying with his
. Detective Castillo contacted
by phone and interviewed her on a recorded line. Refer to Detective Castillo's report for
documentation of this interview.
Upon completion of the above interview, I briefed DDA Barry Grove by phone in regards to the
statement. We did not receive any further
completed next of kin notification and
assignments. I was released at approximately 11 00 hours.

Written By:
Ins ector Aaron Ross ()/_

Date: 4/15/2019
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CONTRA COSTA COUNTY
Office of the District Attorney
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
Type of Investigation:

Docket l File I Police Report No.

LEIFI

2019-00004400

Subject I Defendant:

Ciel, Luc
Inspector Assigned:

Date Assigned:

McLaughlin

4/11/19

Suspect(s): Ciel, Luc, DOB 2/21/64, CDL
Investigative Team:
Sr. Inspector Mike McLaughlin CCCDA
Detective Miguel Castillo Richmond PD
Detective Kristian Palma Richmond PD

Witness(es):
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

,

Vehicle(s):
Silver 2006 Ford SUV Ca. Lie.

Written By:
Ins ector M. McLau hlin

Date: 4/12/2019

Contra Costa County District Attorney's Office
Continuation/Supplemental Report

Subject I Defendant:

Docket·/ Report No.

Ciel, Luc

2019-00004400

Narrative:
On Thursday, 4/11119, at approx. 0330 hrs. I was directed to respond to a reported LEIFI, (Law
Enforcement Involved Fatal Incident), at
, Richmond CA. The actual address of
the incident was later to be determined to be
. On arrival I met with Detectives
from Richmond Police Department as well as other Inspectors from CCCDA. We were briefed
on the scene. Det. Castillo and I were tasked with contacting nearby residents on the west side of
street for potential .witnesses.
(Statements are organized and paraphrased)
We contacted
at
.
told us they were
somewhat familiar with the family at
. He described the family to us. He said that
he was a friend of the father, Luc. He said that they had come to a birthday party at the
said that he was home during the past night and had
home a couple of years ago.
not seen or heard anything unusual. He said he was aware that the neighbors at
had been
having some problems but that during the past few months it seemed like the problems had
calmed down;
said that after the problems a year ago, that Luc had been back at the
house and it seemed as ifthirigs had normalized. He described the previous problem saying that
Luc had hit his wife and was arrested. He said that since that incident the family has stayed to
themselves.
said that he thought that Luc was out of work and that he thought Luc and
his wife fought over finances. He pointed out a car parked in the driveway at·
as belonging to
Luc. He said that house is currently unoccupied.
said that he had seen Luc at the
house yesterday. He remembered seeing the family out doing yard work the past weekend and
did not see any problems. We spoke to
at a later time and she confirmed the information
that he her husband had given us hut had nothing to add.
We also spoke to
at
They told us
thaton 4/10 at about 9 PM they heard noise in their backyard and called Richmond PD. They·put
on·their yard lights and saw nothing. They later called the police and cancelled their report. They
said that they had been asleep since 12:00 and had not heard anything. They were asleep until we
knocked on the door. They do not know the family at
;
We left business cards at residences where there was no answer. Det. Castillo will document'the
other residents that we spoke to in his report.

Written By:
Ins ector M. McLau

lin

Date: 4/12/2019
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Contra Costa County District Attorney's Office
Continuation/Supplemental Report .

I Subject I Defendant:

I Docket I Report No.

Ciel, Luc

2019-00004400

We went to Richmond PD for a more thorough briefing. I was then assigned with Detective
Kristian Palma. We were tasked obtaining recordings from dispatch, arranging a tow of the
suspect vehicle parked at
. and contacting neighbors that had not yet been
contacted. We went to Richmond PD communications and obtained copies of the 911 and radio
traffic.
We returned to the scene and Det. Palma arranged for the towing of the vehicle. He said that he
write a search warrant for the vehicle at a later time. We resumed a neighborhood check.
At
. we contacted
and her daughter
.
said that
they had heard gunshots·at about 2 AM and then saw the ambulance respond.
estimated
that she heard six shots.
estimated 5, 6, or 7 shots. I asked
if she heard anything
before the shots. She said she heard a police officer yell, "get back, get back". She said she
thought it was a police officer because he sounded authoritative. She said the shots came 3
seconds later. They are not familiar with the residents at
.
said that she
does not know the family, but sees the father sometimes. She said that she saw him earlier in
evening at about 11 or 11 :30 PM as she was taking the trash out. She said she saw him walk up
said that at the
the street, NIB past her house, and turn up the walkway toward the house.
time, he had a black backpack on.
explained that they had been awakened before the
incident because her son called saying that they were on the way to have a baby.
then
saw that her car was blocked by police cars. They said that they thought shots they heard came
said the shots came about 5 minutes after they saw
from the direction of San Pablo Ave.
the police cars in the street. They said that their yard man,
, might know the
family. They refused to give his phone number but agreed to give him our numbers.
J

We also contacted
at
She said that she does not know the family
at
. She said that she awoke about 4:30AM to the police car lights in the street.
She had been asleep prior to that and did not hear or see anything related to this incident.
Det. Palma will document the rest of our neighbor contacts in his report.

Written By:
Ins ector M. McLau hlin

Date: 4/12/2019
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INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
Type of Investigation:

Docket l File

I Police Report No.

OFFICER INVOLVED SHOOTING
Subject I Defendant:

RICHMOND POUCE DEPARTMENT 19-4400

Luc Toan Chanh CIEL
Inspector Assigned:

Date Assigned:

INSPECTOR JOHN GARCIA #84034

04/11/2019

Investigative Team:
CCCDA Investigator John GARCIA
Contra Costa County District Attorney's Office-Martinez
RPD Detective Chris DECIOUS
Richmond Police Department
Suspect:

CIEL, Luc Toan Chanh- Deceased
, Richmond, CA
DOB: 02/21/1964 CADL:
6'0" 165 Pounds Black Hair Brown Eyes
(Sustained Multiple Gunshot Wounds)
Witnesses Officers:

Sgt. Virgil THOMAS- (Team 3 Patrol Sgt.)
Officer John BRUCE
Officer Daniel CAMPOS
Officer Armando MORENO

P.1

A ril11, 2019

Contra Costa County District Attorney's Office
Continuation/Supplemental Report

Subject I Defendant:

Docket I Report No.

CEIL, Luc Toan Chanh

19-4400

This protocol investigation involved an Officer Involved Shooting Incident in
which Officers from the Richmond Police Department responded to a call for service of
a home invasion, later updated to a subject armed with a knife and had stabbed a
family member. This call was ultimately a domestic violence call involving the father
who stabbed his
.
When Officers arrived, the suspect was located inside the residence, armed with a
hunting knife and stabbing his
. Suspect ignored the verbal commands of officers
and was shot by three uniform officers. Suspect succumbed to his injuries and died on
the scene.
**For additional details refer to the original reports**

NARRATIVE:
On 04/11/2019, at approximately 0400 hrs., I was notified by Contra Costa County
District Attorney Chief of Investigations Paul Mulligan to respond to a "Protocol
Incident" involving an Officer-Involved Shooting (O.I.S.) which occurred in the 900
block of Wilson Ave., Richmond. I responded to the scene where I was briefed on the
incident.
I arrived on scene at approximately 0520 hrs., where I saw several marked Richmond
Police vehicles situated in front and near the residence. Wilson Ave. was blacked off for
south and northbound traffic by crime scene tape.
I went inside the residence and saw Luc CIEL deceased in the hallway of the residence
near the rear bedroom. I saw a hunting style knife near his body. Refer to Photos. I
also saw expended casings scattered about the rear bedroom.

INVESTIGATION:
I arrived at the Richmond Police Department where I participated in the O.I.S briefing,
which included a summary of the incident, identification of the involved parties, and a

Written By:
Sr. Inspector John Garcia

Pg. 2

04/11/2019

Contra Costa County District Attorney's Office
Continuation/Supplemental Report

Subject I Defendant:

Docket I Report No.
19-4400

CEIL, Luc Toan Chanh

description of the scene. I was assigned by DDA Barry Grove to work with Detective
Chris Decious and interview non-shooting witness officers.

INTERVIEW OF WITNESS OFFICERS:
Detective Decious and responded to the Courtyarrd Marriott Hotel located at 3150
Garrity Way, Richmond, CA where officers were being sequestered. We were instructed
to interview Sgt. Virgil Thomas, and Officers John Bruce, Daniel Campos, Armando
Campos.
Interview of Sgt. Virgil Thomas and Officer John Bruce- Refer to Detective Decious
report. This interview was digitally recorded by myself and later submitted to the case
file.

INTERVIEW OF OFFICER DANIEL CAMPOS:
On 04/11/2019, at approximately 0916 hrs., Detective Decious and I interviewed Officer
Daniel Campos. He was represented by Richmond Police Officer Association (RPOA)
representative Jason Wentz.
I advised Officer Campos that his interview was voluntary which he acknowledged.
Campos advised me that he has been a police officer for approximately 12 years and his
call sign was "1L4". Capos advised me that he is a member of the Crisis Negotiation
Team.
Campos is a member of Team 3, Graveyard and his immediate supervisor is Sgt. Virgil
Thomas.
Campos related that sometime around 0300 hrs., he was in the 400 block of C Street
covering other officers on a domestic call. He said at the conclusion of this call he heard
a radio broadcast of a home invasion call for service at 430 Wilson Street. He
responded with Officer Terrance Jackson.
Campos said, as he was enroute to this call for service, dispatch provided updated
information, that the suspect was believed to the
and entered
through a broken window. They also said that he was actively stabbing members of his
Written By:
Sr. Inspector John Garcia

Pg. 3

04/11/2019

Contra Costa County District Attorney's Office
Continuation/Supplemental Report

Subject I Defendant:

Docket I Report No.

CEIL, Luc Toan Chanh

19-4400

family. Campos said the address was initially broadcast as
later determined it to be
.

, but they

Campos said he atrived and positioned himself on the Northside of the residence near
the gate. that leads to the backyard of the residence. Campos said he opened the gate
and stood by that location. He said he did not hear any noises from within the
residence. Campos said that Sgt. Thomas advised him to re-position himself to the front
of the residence near the front door in case he had to.negotiate with the suspect.
Campos said he moved to the front of the residence approximately 15 to 20 feet south
of the front door. Campos said Sgt. Thomas went to the Northside of the residence with
other officers.
Campos said that when he reached the front of the residence he heard screaming and
yelling coming from within residence, but could not decipher what was being said nor
tell if it was officers or occupants inside the residence.
Campos said he heard two shots being fired and he immediately took a position of
cover and then he heard another two to three shots and maybe even a forth shot fired
coming from the residence.
Campos said he heard a radio broadcast that shots were fired and then heard Officer
Tyner broadcast over the radio that he was exiting out of the front door. Campos saw
the front door open and two juveniles walk out. He directed them to the sidewalk and
had them sit on the curb away from the front of the residence.
Campos said one of the juveniles had a significant amount of blood on the left side of
his face, but was not sure if he was actively bleeding or was transfer blood. Campos
said he immediately called for AMR Ambulance to respond which they did.
Campos said he remained with the two juveniles who he believed to be
.
was treated and transported to the hospital.
He described the
colored clothing and the
wearing all blue. Campos did not question
names.

, wearing light
. of age and
other than obtaining their

Written By:
Sr. Inspector John Garcia

Pg. 4

04/11/2019

Contra Costa County District Attorney's Office
Continuation/Supplemental Report

Subject I Defendant:

Docket I Report No.

CEIL, Luc Toan Chanh

19-4400

Campos said he never entered the residence and had never responded to this residence
in the past. He said he had no prior intelligence of this location and did not fire his
weapon.

INTERVIEW OF OFFICER ARMA DO MORENO
At approximately 1047 hrs. Detective Decious and I interviewed Officer Armando
Moreno. RPOA member Jason Wentz represented him. 1 digitally recorded the interview,
which was later downloaded and placed in the case file.
I advised Moreno that this interview was voJuntary and he acknowledged he
understood. Moreno said he has been a police officer with RPD for approximately 22
years and was assigned to Beat 2, in the southern part of the city of Richmond. Moreno
was in full uniform and is a member of Team 3, graveyard shift under the supervision of
Sgt. Virgil Smith.
Moreno advised that he was parked at 830 Marina Way South when he heard over the
police radio a call of an in progress home invasion call for service in the
block of
Wilson Ave. Moreno said he was not dispatched to this call, but due to the severity of it
he chose to respond.
Moreno said the call was updated to a male armed with a knife. Moreno said that he
heard that officers were having a difficult time locating t~e residence.
Moreno arrived on scene and parked approximately 3 to 4 houses south of the target
location. He exited his patrol car a·nd activated his AVR body camera. Moreno walked up
to the residence and was met by Sgt. Thomas. Moreno said he was instructed by Sgt.
Thomas to· position himself on the north side of the residence with Officer Terrence
Jackson.
Moreno said while walking along side of the residence he did not hear any noise from
within the residence. Moreno advised that he was on the north side of the residence in
front of Officer Terrance Jackson. Moreno added that Officers Tyner and Evans were
positioned in the rear of the residence and Officer Bruce was on the south side of the

Written By:
Sr. Inspector John Garcia

Pg.

s

04/11/2019

Contra Costa County District Attorney's Office
Continuation/Supplemental Report

Subject I Defendant:

Docket I Report No.
19-4400

CEIL, Luc Toan Chanh

residence. ·Moreno said he relieved Officer Campos who was on the north side so he
could re-position to the front.
Moreno said he heard Officer Evans broadcast over the police radio but he couldn't
understand her transmission. Officer Evans repeated the radio traffic and advised that
the rear sliding door was unlocked/open.
Moreno said he begins to move toward the northeast corner of the residence with
Officer Jackson following. As he reaches the northeast corner, he hears the sound of a
female voice say, "help me, help me".
Moreno states that he is now standing near a raised balcony with hand rails, which
extends from the rear of the residence. At one point, Moreno is stuck between a tree
and the raised decking and gets pushed through by Officer Jackson.
Moreno said Officer Evans. yelled for the female to "come out" and suddenly. an
exited out of the rear sliding door onto the deck. Moreno described her as
having disheveled hair and blood on her face. Moreno said she stopped in the middle of
the balcony.
Moreno heard Officer Evans yell something but could not make it out. Moreno said they
(Evans and Tyner) then immediately advanced toward the opened slider window.
Moreno moved up onto the deck and told the
to get off the deck and get
down.
Moreno stated he walked toward the slider, now behind Officer Tyner and Officer
Evans. Moreno said they enter the rear bedroom and he is now standing near the
threshold of the slider and behind Officers Evans and Tyner. Moreno said Officer Evans
was to Officer Tyner's left. He said his view was obstructed by the size and stature of
Tyner and all he could see was the top of the head of an unknown subject who he
believed was faces them in the hallway just' outside of the bedroom.
Moreno states he hears Officers Tyner and Evans yell out something but couldn't
decipher what was being said and hears approximately 4 shots being fired as he is side
stepping to his right to get a better angle of the room.
Moreno believes that Officer Evans fired two rounds and Officer Tyner fired two rounds.
Moreno describes the room as cluttered with a bed in the center of the room. Moreno
Written By:
Sr. Inspector John Garcia

Pg. 6

04/11/2019

Contra Costa County District Attorney's Office
Continuation/Supplemental Report

Subject I Defendant:

Docket I Report No.

CEIL, Luc Toan Chanh

19-4400

said he immediately heard another round being fired from Officer Jackson who had his
arm extended next to Moreno's left shoulder and ear. Moreno said Officer Jackson was
to the left and behind him.
Moreno said as he moved right he saw a male subject now lying face down. Moreno
said the subject was not moving.
Moreno heard Officer John Bruce say, "let's clear the house". As they stepped around
the subject Moreno said the subject was holding what he described as a 5" to 6" bladed
hunting knife in his hand.
Moreno said as he stepped around the subject and saw another knife near the body.
Moreno said he saw
in the hallway near the ·front of the residence.
Moreno said one of
had blood on their face, but he did not get a good look
as he was trying to clear the residence. Moreno said they escorted
out of
the residence via the front door and they continued to clear the residence.
Moreno said the last location they cleared was the garage which they opened the
garage door.
Moreno said. that he was instructed by Sgt. Thomas to begin taking photos of the scene
as Officer Tyner was the team CSI officer, but was unable to process the scene. Moreno
took numerous photos of the scene.
Moreno said that one of the
said he did not fire his weapon.

had a 3" to 4" gash to their left cheek. Moreno

Written By:
Sr. Inspector John Garcia

Pg. 7
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Contra Costa County District Attorney's Office
Continuation/Supplemental Report

Subject I Defendant:

Docket I Report No.

CEIL, Luc Toan Chanh

19-4400

Written By:
Sr. Inspector John Garcia

Pg.S
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Docket I File I Police Report No.
Richmond Police Report # 2019-00004400

Type of Investigation:
OFFICER INVOLVED SHOOTING
Subject I Defendant:
Ciel, Luc Toan Chan

Date Assigned:

Inspector Assigned:

04111/19

Senior InspectorS. Eriksen

INVESTIGATIVE TEAM:
Senior Inspector Sean Eriksen
Contra· Costa County Office of the District Attorney
Detective Mike Sagan
Richmond Police Department

WITNESS:

NARRATIVE

On 04111119, at approximately 0943 hours, Richmond Police Detective Sagan and I
interviewed
. The interview was conducted at the Richmond Police Department,· in
interview room# 2, and was recorded. For a verbatim account of the interview, please refer to the
video recording.
I asked
to describe the events that led to the police responding to her home.
On 04111/19,
said she was sleeping on the living couch_ when she heard a loud noise
coming from her
(
bedroom.
rushed to the bedroom to find the
back window shattered and her astringed
, Luc Ciel, armed with a knife and was
climbing into the room.
explained that as soon as she saw
breaking into
her home she, "[G]ot scared right away because I know with a knife, he warned me before-he
threatened me before that if I ever call the police he gonna, when he came back from jail, he
gonnakill me and my entire family. So when he broke in the house with the knife I thought
'that's it, I'm done'. And with that in mind, I tried to keep the knife out of me." As

Contra Costa County District Attorney's Office
Continuation/Supplemental Report

Subject I Defendant:

Docket I Report No.

Ciel, Luc Toan Chan

Richmond Police Re ort #20 19-00004400

recounted this incident, she held up her left, closed hand to demonstrate how she held Luc Ciel's
knife away from her body.
continued, "He just wanted to kill me, not the kids. He
said he wanted to kill me because I didn't treat him right. And my son helped me ... to keep the
knif~ away from me."
called out to her children to call the police. Realizing that the police were
called, Luc Ciel told
, "I'll let you live but now I want to die." Luc Ciel went into the
kitchen and grabbed a large kitchen knife. Luc Ciel then attempted to cut his own throat using
the kitchen knife.
said this suicide attempt didn't seem effective because she didn't
see any blood coming from Luc Ciel' s neck.
quickly ran to the back door and opened the sliding glass door so her
·children could escape. As
opened the door, she saw Richmond police officers
standing on her deck. The officers pulled her out to the back patio deck and made entry through
the open rear sliding glass door.
then heard five gunshots. Lan Nguyen did not see
the officer involved shooting but she did say that it was obvious to her that the subjects at her
house were clearly police officers.
said she wasn't allowed to go back inside the
house and was escorted around the side of the house and seated on the front curb to wait for the
emergency medical responders.
showed me her hands and I noticed shallow lacerations on her palms fingers,
and backsides of her hands consistent with her statement about holding knife back to prevent her
from being stabbed.
said at one point both of her hands were grasping the blade of
Luc Ciel's knife.
described the knife as serrated, with the blade being approximately
12" long.
had a large white bandage wrapped around her head covering a laceration
that required sutures.
also has small, shallow lacerations to her chin and face.

Written By:
Sr. Inspector Sean Eriksen
Pg.2
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Contra Costa County District Attorney's Office
Continuation/Supplemental Report

Subject I Defendant:

Docket I Report No.

Ciel, Luc Toan Chan

Richmond Police Re ort #20 19-00004400

xplained that

Detective Sagan provided me with a copy of the recorded interview, which I booked into
evidence at the 900 Ward Street, Martinez.

Written By:
Sr. Inspector Sean Eriksen
Pg.3
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Docket I File I Police Report No.
Richmond Police Report # 2019-00004400

Type of Investigation:
OFFICER INVOLVED SHOOTING
Subject I Defendant:
Ciel, Luc Toan Chan

I Date Assigned:

Inspector Assigned:

04111/19

Senior Inspector S. Eriksen

I

INVESTIGATIVE TEAM:
Senior Inspector Sean Eriksen
Contra Costa County Office of the District Attorney
Detective Kristian Palma
Richmond Police Department

NARRATIVE
On.04/11/19, at approximately 0440 hours, I responded to
, Richmond, to
investigate and officer involved shooting. Upon arrival, I met up with Detective Kristian Palma
and conducted a neighborhood canvas for witnesses. Listed below are the addresses we
responded to and the residents with whom we spoke:

said she was sleeping in her room when she heard the sounds of people running. and
did not have prior contacts with the residents at
, only
three gun shots.
saw them occasionally in passing.

Contra Costa County District Attorney's Office
Continuation/Supplemental Report

Subject I Defendant:
Ciel,lLuc Toan Chan

Docket I Report No.

Richmond Police Re ort #20 19-00004400

translated for
who speaks only Spanish.
said she only heard yelling, but
couldn't make out what was being yelled or in what language. Both
and
were
only aware of police presence when they went to the front window and saw the police vehicles
with lights activated.
did not have prior contacts with the residents at
.
talking ..

, who only speaks Spanish.
said she only heard people
translated for
did not hear any gun shots and had no prior contacts with the residents of 930

-This resident reported not seeing or hearing anything related to this investigation and did not
have prior contacts with the residents at
. *Note, this resident later approached
Detective Palma with additional information. See his supplement for more details.*

-Both residents reported not seeing-or hearing anything related to this investigation and did not
have prior contacts with the residents at
.

was lying in bed and heard gun shots.
looked at her alarm clock and noted the
was unsure where the gun shot came from.
initially
time was 0245 hours.
Written By:
Sr. Inspector Sean Eriksen
Pg.2

04/18/19

Contra Costa County District Attorney's Office
Continuation/Supplemental Report

Subject I Defendant:
Ciel, Luc Toan Chan

Docket I Report No.

Richmond Police Re ort #20 19-00004400

assumed the gun shot came from the Solano Ave, area but realized it was closer when she heard
the police sirens on her street.
was unfamiliar with the residents at
,
and only saw them in passing.
later approached me during this neighborhood canvas to
add that she believed the Asian adult male living at the location could have been a limo driver.
said she previously saw the Asian male driving a black town car and wore a black suit.
said she had not seen the town car in over a year.

- This resident reported not seeing or hearing anything related to this investigation.

I digitally recorded my contacts with the listed residents. I booked a copy of those recordings at
900 Ward St, Martinez.

Written By:
Sr. Inspector Sean Eriksen
Pg.3

04/18/19
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CONTRA COSTA COUNTY
Office of the District Attorney
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
Type of Investigation:

~V'-I'"""'

OIS

Richmond PO 19-4400

I J'

ue I Police Report No.

Subject I Defendant:

Ciel, Luc
Inspector Assigned:

Date Assigned:

Eric Salzman

4/11/19

Witness:

) Fire Captain
Davis, Ronald (
Station 66/ Engine 66
41 00 Clinton Ave Richmond

On 4/11/19 at approximately 0330 hours, Chief Mulligan telephoned me. He advised
me that there was an officer involved shooting in the city of Richmond and requested I
respond to assist in the protocol investigation.
I arrived at the Richmond Police Department at approximately 0600 hours and attended
the Protocol briefing. During the briefing, I was assigned to interview the Fire an AMR
personnel that responded to the shooting scene. I was teamed up with Richmond
Police Detective Aaron Mandell.
At approximately 0730 hours, we responded to Fire Station 66 at 4100 Clinton Ave in
Richmond to interview the firefighters that responded to the scene. We interviewed
Captain Davis and Firefighter Curtis Tinloy. Detective Mandell documented the
interview with Curtis Tin loy. Refer to his supplemental report for details.
W-Davis related the following in summary:
They woke up to an alarm at an unknown time to respond to a stabbing. The
location was on
in the city of Richmond. It took them approximately
two minutes to arrive at the location where they were advised to stage until the
scene was secure. AMR was also staging with them. They waited
approximately 15 minutes until they were cleared to respond into the scene.
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Ciel, Luc

As they were walking into the scene, he saw
on the sidewalk being
interviewed by police patrol officers.
was being escorted out
of the house so he and Firefighter Tin loy began to treat her injuries.
Paramedic Marin went to the back of the house with AMR personnel to check on
the other victim.
The victim they began to treat had blood around her head and facial area and the
top of her clothing. She had a stab wound on the top of her head, a cut over her
right eye, which was down to the skull and a cut on her right temple. She had
cuts on her front torso and back along with defensive wounds on her hands and
arms.
Firefighter Tin loy cut the victim's clothing off during the assessment of the
victim's injuries. The victim was alert and oriented to place and time and who
she was.
While they were treating the victim, she told them that
stabbed her.
She also asked them if
were ok because
stabbed them
also. The victim also asked them if
was dead. They did not know
the status of
at that point so they did not answer her.
AMR personnel and paramedic Marin then came to their location and began to
treat the female victim's injuries that they had been assessing.
That was the extent of what W-Davis did at the scene. I then concluded my interview
with W-Davis.
We then responded to the AMR station in Richmond. The AMR personnel had already
left for the day. Det. Mandell advised me that he would contact them later for their
statements. Please refer to his supplemental report for details.
Nothing further
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Officer:

Tyner, Jeffrey
Richmond Police Department

Officer:

Evans, Danielle
Richmond Police Department

Officer:

Jackson,T~rrance

Richmond Police Department

On 4111/19 at approximately 3:00 AM, Chief Mulligan telephoned me at home. In substance
he told me that an officer involved shooting had occurred in Richmond at a residence located
at 930 Wilson Ave. He said that the Richmond Police Department had invoked the Contra
Costa County Officer Involved Fatal Incident Protocol, and he requested that I respond to the
scene and assist in the investigation of this incident.
I drove to Richmond and arrived at the shooting scene at approximately 4:15AM. The scene
·was secured with a combination of yellow crime scene tape, numerous uniformed police
officers as well as marked and unmarked police vehicles. The roadway into the area was
blocked and neither vehicles nor pedestrians were being allowed to enter.
DDA Grove was already present when I arrived and I spoke to him about what had occurred.
In substance, he told me the following:
The suspect was an Asian male named Ciel Chanh. Chanh had lived with his
at the residence, but he was currently estranged
from his them and there was a restraining order against him.
At approximately 2:30AM, the Richmond Police Department received a 911 cell
phone transfer call from someone at the residence. The reporting party said that a
"Home Invasion" was occurring, it was later learned that Chanh was at the
and he was armed with a knife.
Several officers responded to the call and upon their arrival, made their way to the rear
of the residence. There they heard sounds of a disturbance as well as someone in
distress inside. They encountered an
later identified as
who
had apparentlybeen slashed or stabbed. The officers directed
out of the
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residence and then entered through a sliding glass door. Inside they encountered Ciel
Chanh. Chanh was restraining and attempting to stab his
with
a large knife. The officers ordered Chanh to stop, and when he did not obey, they
opened shot and killed him.
were transported by ambulance to the hospital for
who is Ciel Chanh's
was uninjured
treatment of their wounds.
and was brought to the Richmond Police Department, to be interviewed by detectives.
Other investigators from the district attorney's office began to arrive. They were briefed on
the events surrounding the shooting and they had the opportunity to view the crime scene. We
then all left the area and drove to the Richtnond Police Department.
At the police department, I attended a formal briefing where essentially the same information
that I had already obtained from DDA Grove was provided. At the conclusion of the briefing,
investigative teams were established pursuant to the L.E.I.F.I. Protocol. I was assigned to
work with Detective Villalobos of the Richmond Police Department. Detective Villalobos
and I, along with Deputy District Attorney Barry Grove, were tasked with interviewing the
three Richmond Police Officers that discharged their weapons during this incident. Those
officers included Officer Jeff Tyner, Officer Daniel Evans, and Officer Terrance Jackson. All
three officers had been transported to the Marriott Hotel in Richmond, where they were being
sequestered.
We first met with Officer Jeff Tyner and his attorney Julia Fox. The interview took place in a
private conference room within the hotel and our conversation with Tyner was audio recorded
with his knowledge. For details of that interview, refer to Detective Villalobos'
supplementary report.
We next met with Officer Daniel Evans and her attorney Jonathan Murphy. In substance, she
then related the following relative to her background as well as the events surrounding the
shooting:
She has a Bachelor of Science Degree and has been a sworn police officer for
approximately ten years. She attended Saint Mary's College in Moraga and received
her Bachelor's Degree. She attended the Contra Costa County Sheriffs Police
.Academy. Since going to work for the Richmond Police Department, she has worked
as a Patrol Officer, a School Resource Officer, a Bicycle Unit Officer and a Traffic
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Unit Officer unit. She is currently assigned to the graveyard shift Monday through
Wednesday 7:30PM to 7:00AM, as well as every other Thursday.
Her shift last night prior to this incident was uneventful. She was assigned to
particular geographical area of Richmond, which included the location where this
incident occurred. She was driving a marked patrol unit and was in a full BDU style
uniform. The Crime Scene Unit photographed her, as she was dressed at the time of
the incident.
Her duty firearm is a Glock .40 caliber semiautomatic pistol. The magazine capacity
for that weapon is 15 rounds of ammunition. She carries it with a fully loaded
magazine and one additional round in the chamber for a total of 16. She also carries
two additional magazines on her belt, which are also fully loaded. She does not carry
any additional firearms, but she does carry a collapsible baton, a short baton~ OC spray
and an electronic Taser.
At approximately 2:30AM, she received a radio call of a domestic disturbance
involving a tnale who was threatening his family with a knife and possibly one person
had been stabbed.
Multiple units were dispatched to assist her and when she arrived she parked just south
of the target location, which was dispatched as
, but the front of the residence
actually displayed
. Ultimately, dispatch gave them a residence description
including the color as well as the fact that there was a Subaru parked in the driveway.
Officer Tyner had arrived just ahead of her and Officer Bruce arrived just after her.
With the additional information provided by dispatch, they were able to locate the
house.
She is aware that other officers had arrived, but she is not certain who they were. She
believes that those officers as well as Officer Bruce took positions on the opposite side
of the residence. She and Officer Tyner made their way east on the south side of the
house, toward the rear. She recalls that there were two windows on the south side of
the residence and there was a lights on inside, but they did not hear anything inside at
that time.
They reached the southeast corner of the residence and saw that there was a broken
window facing into the rear yard at that corner and she could now hear voices inside.
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She could not tell if the voices were that of a males or females and she could not tell if
they were conversational or in distress. She also now saw that there was a raised
wooden deck in the rear yard, which led to a sliding glass door and that door was
standing open.
She and Officer Tyner approached the landing of a set of stairs to that deck and she
saw a person standing inside room where the open door led. The person had their
backtoward the door, and they were near another doorway in that room, which opened
to the interior of the residence. She could now hear a f
voice moaning the word
"No" repeated! y.
·
The person standing in the room now turned toward the sliding glass door and she
could see that it was a
. She called out to the
to come to her and the
complied. She could now see that the female had what appeared to be blood
on her face. As the
exited the sliding glass door, she could now see two
additional persons inside the roon1, behind the f
.
The two additional persons were in a hallway just outside the room where the female
was exiting. They appeared to be an
and she could see that the adult
was armed with a knife.
were standing, but they were struggling
with one another and falling against the interior wall.
Officer Tyner passed her and approached the open sliding glass door. As he did this,
he stated aloud, "He's cutting her". Officer Tyner entered the glass door and she
followed behind him. She heard two shots and as she stepped to the side of Officer
Tyner as he fired a third shot. At that time, she saw a male suspect holding a knife and
turning toward the direction of Officer Tyner and her. She fired one shot at the
suspect and saw him fall to the ground. As this was occurring she heard one
additional shot, but she did not know who fired that shot.
Officer Tyner advised over the radio that shots had been fired, and other officers came
into the residence to assist. She and Officer Tyner covered the suspect while the other
officers cleared the residence. She recalls that Officer Bruce, Moreno and Jackson
were all in the house. The suspect was laying prone and at that time, she noted that ·
the suspect was an adult male. The suspect was holding in one of his hands the same
military style knife that he had when he was shot. The knife was approximately
twelve to fourteen inches in length.
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Once the residence was cleared, she put on gloves and removed the knife from the
suspect's hand. She asked Officer Tyner if he had an evidence bag for the knife and
he instructed her to return it to the location from where she had removed it. She
reentered the room where the shooting had occurred and placed the knife on the floor.
At that time, she noticed that there was a second knife on the floor that she had not
previously noticed. That knife was similar to the knife she removed from the
suspect's hand.
She does not recall ever being at the residence in the past and she did not recognize
anyone at the home that was involved in this incident. She was subsequently assigned
to an officer and then sequestered here at the hotel.
Officer Evans had nothing further to add and we subsequently concluded out interview with
her.
We next met with Officer Terrance Jackson. For details relative to Officer Jackson's
statement please refer to Detective Villalobos' supplementary report.

Case Status: Open I Cleared by Other I Pending Coroner's Inquest
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